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ACTION REWIRED: Deliver Enclosure A or B to TILBURY/1's Mother and
Notify Headquarters by Cable
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TILBURY/1's mother, via CL	 to the eft
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e. Issued letter.drope for operational correspondence.

d. Issued a KUSARK signal-plan and crystals for W/T communications.

e. Iasued one.time pads for encipherment and decipherment.

f. Provided with operational funds.

60 Principals of tradeocraft will be reviewed and they will be
briefed on general reporting temFaremWmask

3. A Istvian•speaking ease officer will be e pode available frail Head.
quarters in order to implement the action in the foregoing Paragriph*

4. Inasmudh as 2110121/i!* nether has indloate4131SUMX/I ls visit is-
to'be a short'ene . the period during whiehlUEARK can in accede to him
will probably be :Fite limit**. It is therefere considered important that .
Headquarters be notified of TILBURY/1 1s arrival as soon as possible.
Although =BUSY coad normally be expected to notify the Station of such
an event, it meld be possible that he may be unahlwOr unwilling to do 0
on this occasion. It wOlild be preferable, in any case, to keep him out of

. the picture insofar es is possible And not make him Witting to any greater
degree than 13/snow already Is.

5. Judging from the pattern of TILBURY/1's 1955 visit, he will .almost
certainly be permitted to contact his mother. She is aware of her eon!'s
desire to este/110h onto-et vttI C: -=D and is apparently anxious to assist
in any way. It la therefore cOnsidered desirable that shebe . provided with,
s means for reporting her 0We arrival to KOBARKAgickly and securely. For
this parposeenclesure A and Rare attached together with translations of

handwritten texts. As can be seen from the translation of
en4Losuimaj6 TILBURY/1'0 *other is directed to send an innocuous text
cablegram to a MARK drop thus indicating TILBUBT/l is arrival* Ibelosure
B:direets'her to call a ease and nuMber (to be filled in by c:	 ) so
that she can alert c:	 .directly. It is felt that c:	 may not
prefer to use the latter sariant because of possible compromise of the
installation, therefore, the -two choices.

64 It is reeeeetedthsone•Or the Other of the enclosures be
delivered to 2ILBU1Y/14s tether and that Readquarters be notified by cable
when this is accomplished and which enclosure was utilised. 211419111/14a
mother reportedly knows' only broken German and practically no Swedish.
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7. Forwarded under separate cover is TILBURY/1's mother's name
and address.

Attaotasents (3)
thelosures A & S (Herewith)
Kase & Address (Soder Separate Cover)

Distribution
•	 2 w/2 atts hv)

vil att use)
REG 	 1.w/o Otte)

W/0 atts)
SR/2 	 2 W/o atts)

811/21.C__
22 June 1956

ADDENDUM

Upon due consideration of the distances involved and the possible
difficulty in finding TILBURY/1's mother at home, the foregoing
instructiOns are modified to the extent that enclosure A or B should be
sent by registered mail rather than delivered by hand. It is suggested
that C7_	 be utilised for this and that he request a return
receipt.

SR/COP/FI
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